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For Mac and Windows

64-bit architecture for large projects

Outstanding speed and stability

Used in top studios throughout the world

At a glance
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The most intuitive professional 3D software

Focus on what’s essential

Cinema 4D makes it easy for designers to create high-quality  

3D images and animations. Its intuitive interface lets you focus on

achieving best results for your visions.  

Cinema 4D’s state-of-the-art technology, speed and outstanding

stability provides a solid foundation for your work.

Stay connected

Connectivity and communication between 

people and computers are essential in today’s 

globally networked creative industry. This is 

why MAXON works closely with hardware 

manufacturers around the world to ensure 

that Cinema 4D can be seamlessly integrated 

into your workflow – whether you work in 

architecture, motion design, VFX, games 

development or graphics.
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Cinema 4D Prime

The 3D partner  
for graphics professionals

Expand your graphic design toolset into the third dimension with 

Cinema 4D Prime and get to know the exciting world of 3D  

graphics. Cinema 4D is intuitive to use and lets users quickly achieve 

great-looking professional results.

Cinema 4D Prime has a comprehensive set of powerful tools that let 

you create fantastic images and animations. Whether you want to bring 

a 3D logo to life or an illustration, a building, a car or anything else, 

Cinema 4D Prime will help you achieve great results.

Grow at your own rate

Cinema 4D Prime gives you an afford-

able start in the world of 3D graphics and 

offers an extensive toolset for creating

professional results. 

As your needs grow and you want access to 

even more tools and features, simply upgrade 

to one of our more advanced packages.

Comprehensive modeling toolset

Professional texture tools

Intuitive animation functions

At a glance

Render engine with excellent image 

quality, including Global Illumination

3D stereoscopic display
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Fast. Efficient. Flexible.

Cinema 4D Broadcast gives you everything you need to 

create impressive, professional and visually stunning motion 

graphics. In addition to the tools in Cinema 4D Prime, 

Cinema 4D Broadcast offers special tools for creating 3D 

motion designs, including MAXON’s leading MoGraph 

feature. You can also take advantage of the additional 

rendering functions and a library with a wide selection of 

3D models and design presets, as well as camera and light 

setups, video clips and many other useful features in.

Perfect connectivity and 
file exchange

Cinema 4D’s tight integration with leading com- 

positing software means that it can be used in 

just about any production pipeline. Multi-Pass 

rendering lets you maintain control of the look of 

your compositions at all times.

MAXON Cineware’s seamless integration into  

Adobe After Effects CC offers unmatched flexibility and 

gives you a complete live 3D workflow: Drag and drop 

native Cinema 4D files into After Effects CC to open 

them as assets, select and adjust individual layers or 

objects directly in the Cinema 4D scene.

Then render the final animations or individual passes 

directly in After Effects CC. Exchanging data between 

3D animation and compositing has never been easier 

or more efficient.

Cinema 4D Broadcast

One-of-a-kind MoGraph toolset for procedural animation

in broadcast graphics and motion design

New, intuitively modifiable presets to quickly and flexibly 

create motion designs, opening and end credits, as well as 

animated info graphics

Easy and intuitive lines with the completely new spline tools.

At a glance
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The right solution for any visualization

Cinema 4D Visualize adds to the range of functions of the Prime version 

to help you create perfect images for architecture or design visualizations 

and much more. 

Cinema 4D Visualize offers huge libraries that provide you with high-end 

objects and materials. Using the Physical Camera you can simulate many of 

the optical properties of an SLR or a film camera, including realistic lighting. 

This adds even more realism to your images and animations.

The perfect team player

Cinema 4D plays well with others: Leading 

third-party applications can read and write 

native .c4d files. And formats such as .fbx, 

.dae (Collada), .dfx and .dwf can be used for 

seamless file exchange with Cinema 4D. 

File exchange is particularly easy with CAD 

applications from the Nemetschek family of 

products, to which MAXON also belongs. 

For example a Cinema 4D visualization can 

be easily modified and updated from within 

Allplan, ArchiCAD or Vectorworks.

Cinema 4D Visualize

New libraries with a comprehensive selection  

of standard objects, materials and high-quality 

HDRI backgrounds

At a glance

Realistic calculation of light and camera 

properties

Powerful assistance for the intuitive,  

parametric creation of doors, windows,  

stairways and entire houses
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Simply the best

Cinema 4D Studio was developed for ultimate high-end 3D creation.  

This is MAXON’s power pack for professional 3D artists. And its tools are  

just as easy and intuitive to use as those in all other Cinema 4D packages.

  

This allows your creativity to grow and flow freely! Renowned studios 

and agencies around the world count on the efficiency and reliability of 

Cinema 4D every day. 

Create to your 
heart’s desire

Hair, fur, dynamic simulations with 

soft bodies, feathers and joints, an 

event-based particle system, character 

tools, and much more: Cinema 4D 

Studio’s professional features put it  

above the rest. 

 

Cinema 4D Studio puts 25 years of 

MAXON development know-how at 

your disposal.
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Cinema 4D Studio

All features of Cinema 4D Prime, Broadcast & Visualize

At a glance

Also contains the following: Hair, soft body dynamics, 

Thinking Particles, character tools and much more

Easily configurable network rendering for rendering 

animations and still images using an unlimited number 

of clients
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You can’t get more surface than this

With BodyPaint 3D you can create spectacular surfaces that go 

far beyond simple texture projections. Supplement your graphics 

tools with everything you need to design complex 3D objects 

and extraordinary surfaces.

BodyPaint 3D has professional modeling and sculpting functions: 

easily apply folds, wrinkles, bulges and other details to polygonal 

objects, whether those objects were built directly in Cinema 4D, 

or imported from other applications.

It’s good to be prepared

A clean UV mesh is absolutely essential for 3D painting 

and baking sculpted objects. BodyPaint 3D includes the 

UV tools you need to perfectly prepare your models. 

 

Needless to say, BodyPaint 3D works seamlessly with 

well-known 3D applications such as 3ds Max, Maya, 

Softimage and others.

Bodypaint 3D

Perfect exchange with many 3D packages 

(3ds Max, Maya, Softimage, etc.)

At a glance

Complete set of features for

3D painting, sculpting and UV editing

Includes additional functions from 

Cinema 4D Prime (modeling, 

animation, rendering)
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License administration 
at reduced cost

Eliminate the time-consuming administration of your licenses 

and make more effective use of your valuable time. Even  

large license pools can be easily administered with the 

MAXON License Server, reducing tedious configuration work 

and related expenses. Save even more by purchasing only 

the number of licenses you want to use concurrently. 

Your automatic updater

Cinema 4D is easy to use – and just as easy to update. With 

the MAXON Service Agreement (MSA) you automatically 

receive the newest version of your MAXON software. 

The MSA offers additional benefits like preferred technical 

support, free access to our online learning platform 

Cineversity.com and prioritized product delivery.

All for an affordable annual fee.

Additional solutions from MAXON 

The MAXON Service Agreement –  

always the latest release at a low price

At a glance

The MAXON License Server –  

easy and efficient license administration
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maxon.net

Prime Broadcast Visualize Studio

PLATFORM

Mac & Windows Versions in 64-bit • • • •

C++, Python, C.O.F.F.E.E. APIs • • • •

INTERFACE & WORKFLOW

XPresso – Node Based Expressions • • • •

Camera calibration tool,  
including new lens distortion tool

• •

Compositing-Exchange with After 
Effects, Nuke, Final Cut, Fusion, Motion

• • • •

Houdini engine integration •

Take System • • • •

Typo Tools  
(Kerning, Tracking, Baseline Shift)

• • • •

MODELING TOOLS

Parametric Generators & Deformers • • • •

Subdivision Surfaces • • • •

UV Editing Tools • • • •

PolyPen • • • •

Spline Tools • • • •

Improved integrated 
Sculpting Toolset

•

MATERIALS & TEXTURING

Material System with 12 Channels • • • •

Sub-polygon Displacement • •

Sub-surface Scattering • • •

ProjectionMan Camera Mapping Tool • • • •

Texture Manager • • • •

Layered Reflections 
(Reflectance Channel)

• • • •

3D PAINTING TOOLSET

3D Painting with multiple layers  
and blend modes

• • • •

Multibrush & Raybrush Tools • • • •

Projection Painting • • • •

LIGHTING

Various Light and Shadow Types • • • •

Caustics • •

Support of IES light data • •

Prime Broadcast Visualize Studio

RENDERING

Global Illumination &  
Physical Renderer

• • • •

Image size up to 16 Gigapixels in 32-bit • • • •

Multi-Pass Output • • • •

Physical Renderer • • •

3D Stereoscopic Rendering • • • •

BiRender – Non-Photorealistic Rendering 
(Sketch and Toon & Hair)

• •

Team Render Clients 3 3 unlimited

ANIMATION

Timeline/F-Curves for Animation Editing • • • •

Non-linear Animation / Motion Mixing • • • •

Motion Camera • • •

Motion Tracker including graph view and lens 
distortion tool

•

DYNAMIC ANIMATION

Basic Particle System • • • •

Node-based Particle System •

Rigid Body Dynamics (•) •

Soft Body Dynamics •

Joints, Springs, Motors •

Cloth dynamics & dressing functions •

MOGRAPH TOOLS

7 MoGraph-Generators (Clone, Trace etc.) • •

15 MoGraph Effectors • •

CHARACTER ANIMATION TOOLS

Basic Rigging Tools • • • •

Basic Character Animation Tools • • • •

Advanced Rigging Tools •

Advanced Character Animation Tools •

HAIR AND FUR

Hair, Fur and Feathers •

Comprehensive Styling Tools •

Hair dynamics •

For a more detailed comparison, visit maxon.net/comparison

Product comparison


